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WE ARE ONE 
Music/Lyrics by Jürgen Solis | inspired by THE DIVNE 

  

Intro:  

 Eb   Bb/D  cm       gm/Bb  
1 Without the bad, there would be no good.  
 Ab          Eb/G  fm      Bbsus4 Bb 
 sounds strange, but with no hunger there would be no food. 
 Eb   Bb/D  cm       gm/Bb  
 Without the dark there would be no light.  
 Ab    Eb/G   F       Bb 
 And without a day  - there would be no night.  
 dm   Eb       Bb     F 
 They are all opposites – but the quality is the same, you’ll see 
 dm    Eb    Fsus4    F 
 difference is merely a matter of degree. 

 Bb  F  gm   dm 
Ref We are one - we are one 
 Eb    Bb      cm       F 
 I’m another yourself - and you’re another myself 
 Bb  F  gm  dm 
 In lak’ech – Ala K’in(1) 
 Eb    Bb      cm    F 
 Vasudaiva kutumbakam(2) - Mitakuye Oyasin(3) 
 Eb   Bb/D  cm      gm/Bb  
2 What goes around exactly comes around  
 Ab   Eb/G          fm     Bbsus4 Bb 
 the way it was sent out - what kind of world do you want?  
 Eb      Bb/D       cm     gm/Bb  
 If you don't like the way life is treating you, just ask yourself: 
    Ab      Eb/G        F   Bb 
 How are you - treating your life? And stop your victim game. 
 dm     Eb       Bb     F 
 All the trees, all animals, the whole universe - we all are one 
 dm    Eb      Fsus4    F  à G 
 So start right here cause - new life has just begun 
 C   G  am   em 
Ref We are one - we are one 
 F     C     dm       G 
 I’m another yourself - and you’re another myself 
 C  G  am  em  
 In lak’ech – Ala K’in(1) 
 F     C      dm    G 
 Vasudaiva kutumbakam(2) - Mitakuye Oyasin(3) 

 
Ref We are one - we are one (acapella) … 
 
Ref We are one – we are one ... 
        F  C/E dm 
FIN cause we all are OOOOOONNNNEEE 
         Gsus4  G     F/C (hold eternaly) C (hold till end of time J) 
 In this whole universe   we all are OOOOOOOOOOOONE.  
 
(1) In lak’ech – Ala K’in (Maya): I am another yourself – you are another myself.   
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(2) Vasudaiva kutumbakam (Sanskrit): the whole world is one family 
(3) Mitakuye Oyasin (Lakota): We are related to all 


